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Abstract:
One of students’ difficulties in comprehending a reading text is their limited vocabulary. Therefore, this article is aimed to provide practical recommendation for EFL teachers to use picto-text (pictorial and textual) glosses in reading materials to help students’ become familiar to the terms used in the text that will eventually improve their reading comprehension.
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A. Introduction
Reading is one of the key factors to succeed in life as every aspect of our life involves reading. In educational contexts, reading is the most essential skill to gain success and it is one of the knowledge needed by learners who want to use the L2 as a medium in a specific professional or occupational field, which can be related to vocational education (Sekolah Menengah Kejuruan/ SMK). In order to prepare vocational students with working competence, expertise, and skillful capability that meet the real needs of employers, English Language Teaching (ELT) in vocational schools needs to have suitable reading materials closely related to students’ program expertise/future work field. English teachers, thus, have responsibilities to develop their students’ reading motivation by selecting appropriate materials, as teachers are materials developers and that they are ultimately responsible for the materials that the learners use.

The booming of computers, internet connections and smart gadgets use today have directed teachers to take this opportunity to create exciting and meaningful learning activities through internet and smart gadgets, for example by browsing, or downloading, or copying learning activities through such portable gadgets as laptops, smart phones or tablets. Related to reading material, one type of material that is operated through computer or smart gadget is web-based

reading material equipped with picture-and-text (picto-text) glosses. While using this material, students can read texts related to their vocational expertise or interests, click/hover the mouse on certain words they are not familiar with, and see the pictures as well as definitions of the words on the screen of their laptops/ tablets/ smart phones. Therefore, the aim of this study is to show how reading vocational text by using picto-text glosses improves students’ reading comprehension.

B. Theoretical Framework

1. Reading Comprehension

While reading activity is an active occupation, a visual process that begins with one's ability to use one's vision to interpret graphic symbols to get a message from text, reading comprehension is the process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through interaction and involvement with written language through a reciprocal, holistic interchange of ideas between the reader and the message in a particular context. It is the process of making a sense out of a text as the result of interaction between the perception of graphic symbols that represent language and the reader’s prior knowledge which requires readers to use their basic skills and advanced strategies. Brown confirms that in this process, the reader interacts with the writer through a text as the reader tries to licit the meaning using various kinds of knowledge: linguistic or systemic knowledge through bottom-up processing as well as schematic knowledge through top-down processing. From these statements we can conclude that reading is an active interaction between readers and text, in which readers need to use some effective and strategic efforts to comprehend a text.

2. Macro and Micro Skills in Reading

In order to become efficient readers, Brown states that EFL students need to acquire the micro and macro skills for reading comprehension. The micro skills of reading, which covers things related to the language components, include (a) discriminating among the distinctive graphemes and ethnographic patterns of English, (b) retaining chunks of language of different lengths in short-term memory, (c)...
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processing writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose, (d) recognizing a core of words, and interpreting word order patterns and their significance, (e) recognizing grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc.), systems (e.g., tense, agreement, pluralization), patterns, rules, and elliptical forms, and (f) recognizing that a particular meaning may be expressed in different grammatical forms.

On the other hands, the macro skills of reading comprise of reading comprehension that include (a) recognizing cohesive devices in written discourse and their role in signaling the relationship between and among clauses, (b) recognizing the rhetorical forms of written discourse and their significance for interpretation, (c) recognizing the communicative functions of written texts, according to form and purpose, (d) inferring context that is not explicit by using background knowledge, (e) inferring links and connections between events, ideas, etc.; deducing causes and effects; and detecting such relations as main idea, supporting idea, new information, given information, generalization, and exemplification, (f) distinguishing between literal and implied meanings, (g) detecting culturally specific references and interpret them in a context of the appropriate cultural schemata, and (h) developing and using a battery of reading strategies such as scanning and skimming, detecting discourse markers, guessing the meaning of words from context, and activating schemata for the interpretation of texts.

3. Activities to Promote Reading Comprehension

In order to help students develop the skills they need to read more effectively in a variety of ways, teachers should plan 'pre-reading', 'while-reading', and 'post-reading' activities.¹⁰

a. Pre-Reading Activities

Pre-reading activities aimed to raise students’ schematic knowledge that will help them to comprehend a text when they already have a sense of what they are going to read. The activities include (a) predicting from words, (b) predicting from titles or first sentences of some paragraphs, (c) predicting from key illustrations, (d) sequencing illustrations, (e) reader questions, (f) story-telling, (g) story-telling in mother tongue, (h) sharing existing knowledge, and (i) the K and W of KWL strategy.

b. Whilst-Reading Activities

The main purpose of whilst-reading activities is to model good reading strategies, so that in the end the students will become autonomous readers with good reading habits and strategies. The activities in this stage of reading include modeled reading, skimming and scanning, re-reading, shared books and word masking (for
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young learners), pause and predict, summarizing, jigsaw reading, and reading aloud (by the teacher).

c. Post-Reading Activities

The purposes of post-reading activities are (1) using the text for “recycling” language, (2) using the familiar text as basis for specific language study (pronunciation/reading aloud/grammar/vocabulary), (3) allowing students to respond creatively, and (4) focusing the students more deeply on the information in the text (probably from a different point of view). The activities that most likely promote such reading purposes are story innovation, innovation on the ending, cartoon strip, reader’s theatre, wanted posters, story map, summarizing or reconstructing based on story map, time lines, hot seat (a student acts as a character in a story), cloze, text reconstruction, jumbled sentences, picture and sentence matching, true/false questions, questioning the text/critical reading, personalizing, dramatizing, crossword puzzle, poetry writing, the L of KWL strategy, reading aloud by the students for pronunciation/intonation, and language study.

Reading comprehension can be done through low-technology and high-technology media. Low-technology media is a media which use non-computer assistance to help the process of learning, such as the use of photographs, posters, charts, and realia. On the other hands, high-technology media rely on the computer assistance in the process of teaching. The now-so-called Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) media include e-mail, chats, blogs, websites, CD-ROM, multimedia (e.g. PowerPoint), software programs, etc. The rapid growth of technology also introduces Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL), in which the learning process can be done through the assistance of such modern gadgets as cell (mobile) phones (including the iPhone or iPad), MP3 or MP4 players (e.g. iPods), Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) (e.g. Palm Pilot, Blackberry), etc.

The booming of smart gadgets use today has directed English teachers to take this opportunity to create exciting and meaningful learning activities through smart gadgets for example smart phones or tablets. This kind of method is then frequently called mobile learning. Mobile learning utilizes innovative wireless technologies which help to make study activities both more accessible and more portable.\(^\text{11}\) It has
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been defined as a certain type of a learning model which allows students to get and use learning materials through the portable devices anywhere and anytime. Additionally, due to its desirable characteristics, namely: spontaneous, personal, informal, contextual, portable, ubiquitous and pervasive, mobile learning allows access to educational activities and materials at any time, incorporates the qualities of different media to make the experience of every learner personal by affective means and it also responsive to the factors of time, location, and learners' present activity.

In accordance to the advantage of using computers and portable devices in creating attractive and meaningful learning materials, this paper provides a reading material in web-based platform that will enable students to easily access the materials in a website through their laptops, tablets, or mobile smart phones. This product, and its motivating, independent, autonomous learning activity, goes with Clarke’s statement that computer-based learning has a potential to provide a highly-motivating learning experience through the use of engaging and adaptable materials presented in such features as image, sound, animation, video, color and texts that can be used as an alternative to overcome such poor reading condition in the field. This also in-line with Maley’s (2009) statement that reading is an effective way to develop learner autonomy as it is an individual activity in which learners can start and stop reading whenever and whenever they want. It can stimulate learners’ imagination by visualizing and interpreting what they read. Therefore, providing an interactive reading material is needed to foster learner’s motivation and learning autonomy.

Additionally, the use of feature-rich computerized glosses in this web-based reading material will also influence students’ reading comprehension and vocabulary acquisition. This is in-line with Mayer’s
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cognitive theory of multimedia learning that information can be presented in two forms: words (printed or spoken) and pictures (static or dynamic). Integrated with prior knowledge, the perceived words and pictures form cognitive process of comprehension that will perform longer retention (see Figure I on Appendix.

5. Picto-Text Glosses in Vocational Reading

Reading for vocational education should focus on the English for Specific Purpose (ESP) in order to fulfill the needs of vocational students to be successful in doing their future work field, e.g. automotive, computer, business administration, agriculture, fashion, culinary, tourism, etc. Therefore, teacher should prepare reading material that provides interesting topics which enable students to engage with their interest. By providing reading materials that are interesting and relevant to students’ goals in learning English, which is being proficient in their future work field, students will be more motivated because they know that what they read will be beneficial for their future.

Picto-text (picture-and-text) glosses offered vocational students more focus and understanding on certain terms related to their work field/expertise. In a web-based reading material with picto-text glosses, students can read text related to their expertise, click/hover the mouse on certain words they are not familiar with, and see the pictures as well as definitions of the words on the screen. This way, picto-text glosses can boost learners’ vocabulary acquisition.

Glosses, short definitions or explanations of the meaning of words are potential in helping students improve their reading comprehension because it has several benefits that include preventing incorrect guessing, minimizing interruption caused by looking up the dictionary, connecting background knowledge and the text, and encouraging students’ autonomy.
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Nagata also supports the use of gloss because it is easier than consulting a dictionary, it can attract readers to “target words,” it helps readers to connect words to meaning immediately and in carrying out “lexical processing,” which eventually may lead to vocabulary retention.

Kost, et al. studied three types of glosses: Text-only (L1), Picture-only, and Text-and-Picture with American students who were studying German as an L2 in a second semester course. It was revealed that the combination of Text-and-Picture glosses was the most effective of the three types. Among the few studies that have examined the effect of glossing with computerized materials, Chun and Plass (1996) and Plass, et al. (1998) have conducted a series of experiments examining the effect of different types of multimedia glosses for American university students who were studying German as an L2 in intermediate level classes. These studies had a within-subjects design, and students had the option of choosing from the different types of glosses: text (L1), pictures, and video. The results showed that students were able to remember more vocabulary words when they had accessed the combination of text and pictures.

Nagata (1999) also conducted an experiment which was basically a computerized version of Watanabe’s (1997) study. She compared the effectiveness of a single gloss and a multiple-choice gloss as American college students taking the second semester Japanese course read a text on the computer. She found that the multiple-choice gloss was significantly more effective than the single gloss.

A combination of both Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) and Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL) media in reading, picto-text glosses in vocational readings can be easily accessed by students in a website through their laptops, tablets, or mobile smart phones. It is very practical for students as they can access the materials and learn in their own convenient time and place. Its web-based platform provides a highly-motivating learning experience and foster learner’s autonomy (Clarke’s, 2001; Maley’s, 2009).

6. Steps in Developing a Picto-Text Glosses Reading Material

The following discussion focuses on the steps of developing a picto-text reading material.
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glosses reading material for vocational high school students. This material will utilize computer in its development and operation, and will take these platforms: a Microsoft PowerPoint-based for offline use and a web-based for online use. Both platforms can be accessed through computers, laptops, tablets, and smart phones.

To make a picto-text glosses reading material in a Microsoft PowerPoint-based platform, the steps, as stated by Hartaty are as follows:

1. Create a transparent box on the target word.
2. Put the definition and the picture on the side.
3. Add an animation effect to both the definition and picture: Entrance → Appear and Exit → Disappear.
4. Right click the effect, choose Timing, then Triggers, choose the transparent rectangle.
5. If necessary, time the Exit effect.

As for in a web-based platform, one can make a picto-text glosses reading material by repeating the steps above and post it in website in HTML mode. The result can be seen in Picture 1.1 in Appendix.

C. Conclusion

Due to the salient characteristics of vocational educations, English teachers need to provide materials that will fulfill their needs, a material with topics closely related to the learners’ future work field/ expertise. In reading activity, a computer-based reading material that is equipped with picture-and-text (picto-text) glosses is strongly recommended as it offers vocational students more exposure to some English terms related to their work field that will boost their motivation and eventually improve their vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension.
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Appendix

Figure I. Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning

Picture 1.1: Text with Picto-Text Glosses